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QUESTION 1

A user needs to upgrade a published app in the Finance stream. After the changes have been made, the app needs to
be moved to the Accounting stream. The user has access to a laptop running Windows 7 (32-bit). The owner of all
published apps in the sa_repository user. 

Which steps should a system administrator take to efficiently complete this task? 

A. 1. Change the app owner to the user to make changes 

2. 

Add the Accounting tag to the app 

3. 

Move the app to the Accounting stream 

B. 1. Give the user permissions to make changes to the app 

2. Move the app to the Accounting stream 

C. 1. Export the app to a location for the user to make the changes using Qlik Sense Desktop 

2. 

Import the app back using QMC after the changes have been made 

3. 

Publish the app to the Accounting stream 

D. 1. Change the app owner to the user to make changes 

2. Move the app to the Accounting stream 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2
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Refer to the exhibit. 

What is the result when the administrator selects the Start button for TASK-APP1 in the Task screen? 

A. A prompt will appear to create a trigger 

B. TASK-APP1 will start but eventually fail 

C. TASK-APP1 will run successfully 

D. TASK-APP1 will run continuously 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 3

An administrator must configure a QA environment to test apps before moving them to production. 

Once the apps are ready, each user from the Testers directory must be able to publish their apps to a stream named
"App Testing". The users have Read and Publish access to the "App Testing" stream. 

All users are assigned the AuditAdmin role in the QMC, but do they NOT have access to the App section of the QMC. 

Which security rule should the administrator use to enable access for the users? 

A. Resource: QmcSection_Stream Conditions: ((user.userDirectory="Testers")) 

B. Resource: App* Conditions: ((user.userDirectory="Testers" and resource.owner.userDirectory="Testers")) 

C. Resource: Stream* Conditions: ((user.userDirectory="Testers" and resource.owner.userDirectory="Testers")) 

D. Resource: QmcSection_App Conditions: ((user.userDirectory="Testers")) 
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Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Refer to the exhibit. 

Refer to the exhibit. 

A ContentAdmin user discovers TASK_RELOAD_APP2 fails. The user double-clicks the Failed task to open the Edit
reload task screen. There are NO issues found in the Edit reload task screen. The user opens the Operations Monitor
app, and finds an error message in the Task Details sheet: 

Message from ReloadProvider: Reload failed in Engine. Check Engine or Script logs. 

The Engine log did NOT provide any reason for the failure. 

Which is the most efficient method to find the cause of this issue? 

A. On the Failed task, click the information icon in the Status field, then click Download script log 

B. Navigate to C:\ProgramData\Qlik\Sense\Log, then open and review the most recent file 

C. Navigate to C:\Program Files\Qlik\Sense\Logging, then open and review the most recent file 

D. In the QMC, select Audit, select Reload Tasks under Target resource, then click Audit and review 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

A user creates an app in Qlik Sense Desktop using a database as the data source. The user is able to connect to the
database and reload the app with new data. 

To share the app, the user emails the app QVF file to the system administrator. The administrator imports the app
successfully and publishes the app to the Everyone stream in the hub. The administrator creates a task to reload the
data in the app every 12 hours. 
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The next day, the user observes that the data has NOT been refreshed in the app. No modifications have been made to
the access rights for the data source. 

What is the likely cause of this issue? 

A. A custom property limits which tables can be accessed from the database 

B. The system administrator does NOT have permission to access the source database 

C. An identically-named data connection with another data source existed prior to the import 

D. A security rule prevents the data connection from loading data into the app 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 6

A security audit revealed problems with the newly installed multi-node environment. The environment was deployed
using the default settings for the central and rim nodes. All possible services have been added to the rim node. 

The audit was based on the current IT security policy when states: All traffic between servers should be encrypted
256-bit encryption is required Traffic between client and server should be encrypted and trusted iOS devices must be
supported Password length must be at least eight characters and include at least one number and one special
character 

What should the system administrator deploy to meet these requirements? 

A. A reverse proxy in the DMZ 

B. A third-party trusted certificate 

C. A certificate with third-party VPN 

D. A web app firewall in the environment 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://help.qlik.com/ru-RU/sense/February2019/Subsystems/PlanningQlikSenseDeployments/
Content/Sense_Deployment/Server-Security.htm 

 

QUESTION 7

A company recently experienced a merger and needs to integrate new users into the Qlik Sense environment. 

A system administrator must make sure that the system sizing and the tokens match the requirements for all employees
in the future. 

The system administrator learns the following information: 450 active Qlik Sense users before the merger 300 new Qlik
Sense users 500 current token licenses Reloads must have the same performance as before the merger The number of
apps will approximately double 

Management requests an estimate from the system administrator about server resources and additional licenses. 
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Which set of tools should the system administrator use to meet these requirements? 

A. Performance Monitor, Reloads Monitor, Scalability Tools, and License Monitor 

B. Performance Monitor, License Monitor, Operations Monitor, and Scalability Tools 

C. Performance Monitor, Reloads Monitor, QlikCockpit, and License Monitor 

D. Performance Monitor, Reloads Monitor, Operations Monitor, and Scalability Tools 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 8

A system administrator needs to set up a solution for mobile device users to access the Qlik Sense hub. The solution
must meet several requirements: Support iOS devices Can be used in remote locations where users do NOT have
laptop or desktop computers Ability to access Qlik Sense outside the office network without a compatible tunnel solution
Ability to access Qlik Sense using a secure gateway 

What should the system administrator do to meet these requirements? 

A. Download the QVF and copy it to the mobile devices 

B. Copy the SSL certificates to the iOS devices, and then access the hub via a browser 

C. Set up access to the Qlik Sense hub via VPN 

D. Implement an Enterprise Mobile Management solution 

Correct Answer: D 

Reference: https://help.qlik.com/en-US/sense/June2019/Subsystems/PlanningQlikSenseDeployments/
Content/Sense_Deployment/Qlik-Sense-Mobile-architecture.htm 

 

QUESTION 9

A Qlik Sense environment uses user-based license types. A user, who can typically create new apps in Personal Work,
can no longer create new apps. The personal Work area is NOT displayed for this user. 

How should the system administrator resolve this issue? 

A. In License Management, verify that Analyzer access rules applies to this user 

B. In License Management, verify that Professional access rules applies to this user 

C. In Users, look up the user and verify that this user is assigned the ContentAdmin role 

D. In Audit, select Audit license rules, and verify there are no rules for this user 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 10

A system administrator needs to complete the configuration of a Qlik Sense Enterprise environment. The customer
solution that needs to access Qlik Sense resources is a JavaScript app which must be authenticated through single sign-
on. The customer provides a public key to the system administrator. Qlik Sense is expecting an RSA signature with
SHA256. 

Which authentication method should the system administrator use? 

A. SAML 

B. JWT 

C. Header 

D. Ticket 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://help.qlik.com/en-US/sense/February2019/pdf/Manage%20Qlik%20Sense%20sites.pdf 
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